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SUMMARY
In this study our aim was to find out if there is a difference between the genotypes determined for the previously identified mutations of
seven genes of the Hungarian Large White in terms of the time spent in production. We identified the previously determined alleles of the seven
genes (BF, EGF, ESR, FSHβ, H2AFZ, LEP, PRLR) related to proliferation that were and performed the survival analysis between breeds
indicating the risk of culling and the time spent in production on the given farm. Based on the results of survival analysis by Log-rank test,
Breslow (Generalized Wilcoxon) and Tarone-Ware test we concluded that they indicated a significant difference in case of the genes BF
(Breslow and Tarone-Ware tests) the EGF (Log-rank and Tarone-Ware tests) and ESR (Log rank test) based on which the curves of the
survival of the certain genes varied form one another significantly.
Keywords: pig, survival analysis, polymorphism, genes
ÖSSZEFOGLALÁS
Vizsgálatunk során arra a kérdésre kerestünk választ, hogy a magyar nagyfehér hússertés kocák hét gén már azonosított mutációira
meghatározott genotípusai között van-e különbség a termelésben töltött idő hosszát tekintve. A szaporasággal összefüggő, korábban már azonosított gének (BF, EGF, ESR, FSHβ, H2AFZ, LEP, PRLR) alléljait meghatároztuk, majd a fajták közötti túlélés elemzést elvégeztük, melyek a
selejtezés kockázatát, a termelésben töltött időt mutatták meg az adott gazdaságban. A túlélés elemzés Log Rank, Breslow (Generalized
Wilcoxon) és Tarone-Ware tesztjének eredményeit alapján megállapítottuk, hogy a tesztek szignifikáns különbséget jeleztek a BF (Breslow and
Tarone-Ware test), az EGF (Log Rank and Tarone-Ware test) és az ESR (Log Rank test) gének esetében, mely szerint az egyes genotípusok túlélési
görbéinek lefutása jelentősen különbözött egymástól.
Kulcsszavak: sertés, túlélés analízis, polimorfizmus, gének

INTRODUCTION

The swine production indicators can be improved
through selection based on the specified study results.
In addition, the focus is on certain group of traits such
as proliferation related indicators (Uimari et al., 2011).
The genotyping of stocks enable us to make an
optimal use of the genetic potential of individuals and
provide the most suitable raising and feed conditions
that best suit the needs of the breed. The exploration
of the point mutations of reproduction-related genes
(SNP) can be a selection criterion that results in the
improvement of reproduction traits (Hidas, 2008).
Based on the reproduction biological processes the
onset of mating ability, reproduction cycle, rate of
impregnation, time of impregnation, proliferation, the
raising performance, the interval between litters and
the scale of culling of sows have to be considered.
(Balogh and Novotniné, 2013).
The intervals between litters is a factor that influences
considerably the productivity of sows. Since the proliferation-related indicators are a basic component of
the economy of pig farms, the intervals between litters is
not only an important indicator in terms of organization
and efficiency but it is also a major economic factor.
The determination of the life performance of sows as
exactly as possible, the extent of culling and the date of
the time of culling result in a decrease of costs on the
given farm. Survival analysis is a field of the probability

Pork production is relevant internationally, in Europe
as well as in Hungary. The aim at the development of
domestic pork production involves the improvement
of the organization, improvement and efficiency of
production and meeting of the high quality standards of
production. One way of improving pork production is
the improvement of proliferation indicators.
In order to improve proliferation indicators pork
producers use the new methods of researches in animal
biotechnology and genetics, including MAS (marker
assisted selection, GAS (gene assisted selection) and
GS (selection based on genomic breeding value).
MAS identifies locuses in close relation to the gene
coding the desired trait (Zöldág, 2012). The biggest
advantage of marker based selection was found in case
of traits at which traditional selection is less effective.
This has a relevant role in swine husbandry. Marker
assisted selection (MAS) enhances the exploration of
the relations between the traits of reproductional biology
(Zöldág, 2008).
The genomic map of swine has been created but the
exploration of genes, markers and QTLs (Quantitative
Trait Loci) is in progress. The exploration of the genetic
information of genes that influence certain genes help
breeders (Clop et al., 2003; Mindenková et al., 2010).
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theory and statistics and it is concerned with the lifespan
of biological organisms. The method was first applied
by Kaplan and Meier (1958) to compare the different
medication methods of serious diseases, with the
studied event being the death of a patient and its date
was measured from the beginning of the medication.
It is a module that is suitable to study survival periods
used in medicine, biology and in every case in which
high proportion of information is only partially available
(„censored observation”). A general example of the
case occurs when the occurrence of a final event, and
the time until that are dependent variables but the time
span of the study is fixed. If the purpose of the study is
to determine the extent to which the research depends
on the different explaining (risk) factors, the Cox
proportional hazard model has to be applied. Cox (1972)
grounded his model on the premise that the risk curve
can be described as the product of one factor depending
on monitoring time (basic risk curve) and the exponential
curves of the explaining variables. The Cox model has
already been used by many researchers to study the life
performance of sows (Decaluwé et al., 2014; Balogh
et al., 2015; Santos et al., 2015).
In this work our aim was to determine the time sows
spent in production in order to plan sow rotation and the
right time of culling. We genotyped the Hungarian Large
White breed for the previously identified point mutations
of seven genes related to proliferation and the intervals

between litters were detected. The difference in the time
of culling was determined by variance analysis of
genotypes and survival analysis.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
Step 1: Genetic studies
Blood samples of 93 Hungarian Large White breed
were used by us. The genomic DNA isolation was done
based on the method by Zsolnai and Orbán (1999). The
detection of simple nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) was
first achieved by polymerase chain reactions (PCr) then
the sections containing the mutation of genes were
successfully amplified.
Studied genes:
– properdin (BF),
– epidermal growth factor (EGF),
– estrogen receptor (ESR),
– follicle-stimulating hormone- subunit beta (FSHβ),
– Z member of H2A histon family (H2AFZ),
– leptin (LEP),
– prolactin receptor (PRLR).
In the next work session the restriction length polymorphism (rFLP) study was done with the restriction
enzymes listed in Figure 1. and the conditions with the
exception of the EGF polymorphism where the allelespecific PCr (AS-PCr) method was used to identify
the two alleles already described.

Figure 1: Characteristics of polymorphism studies

Note: the separation of nucleic acids was done by electrophoresis.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Step 2: Survival analysis of genotyped sows for the
interval between litters (IBL) considering the traits
of measuring value
The basis of the analysis was the interval between
litters selected from the traits related to proliferation of
the sows. The SPSS 22.0 statistical software was used
for the analysis. We studied the differences between
alleles of different genes through single factor variance
analysis, Kaplan-Meier analysis and the Cox proportional
hazard model. The Chi-square test was applied to determine
the difference between risk rates.

Result of a single variance analysis
Based on Table 1. after performing the single factor
variance analysis we can conclude that each genotype
has different IBL traits. The Bonferroni test of the variance
analysis (that we applied because of the varying numbers)
indicated a significant difference between the genotypes
BF and EGF. For sows of the BB genotype of the
propedrin gene the interval between litters was 13 days
shorter than that of the AA genotype sows (P≤0.05).
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for AB genotype sows was longer on the average with
9.85 days that that of BB sows (P≤0.05).
During the EGF study we also detected alleles A
and B. The studied Hungarian Large White stock
included all the three genotypes. The frequency of
genotypes for AA is 6.5%, AB is 27% BB is 65.5%.
According to these results ESR proved to be the most
influential gene in terms of the interval between litters.
The point mutations of ESR, FSHß, H2AFZ, LEP and
PRLR genes did not result in significant difference
during the comparison of the intervals between litters
of the Hungarian Large White. results of the survival
analysis of different genotype sows Figure 2. IBL traits
of three genotypes of the Hungarian Large White and
the indication of significant differences.
The culled genotyped individuals of the BF varied
from one another in case of both genotypes. The culling
time of AB genotype individuals is about 230 days, for
BB genotype ones it is 255 days. This means half of the
Hungarian Large White BB genotype individuals lived
at least for 250 days before they were taken out of
production. Half of the individuals of the other genotype
left production before 230 days (Table 2, Figure 3).
The medians of the ages for the three genotypes
that were culled were different. EGF AA genotype
individuals were the earliest to be culled (about 170
days). AB sows were taken out 60 days later (230 days)
while BB sows were culled 90 days later (260 days)
(Table 2, Figure 3).
In case of the two genotypes of ESR that were culled
the median of the age was different. AA genotype
individuals were the earliest to be selected (about 180
days). AB sows get out of production 35 days later
(205) (Table 2, Figure 3).
The results of Log rank, Breslow (Generalized
Wilcoxon) and Tarone-Ware tests were published in
Table 2. Based on the result we concluded that the tests
indicated a significant difference in case of the genes
BF (Breslow and Tarone-Ware test), EGF (Log rank
and Tarone-Ware test) and ESR (Log rank test), showing
that the survival curves of certain genotypes varied
significantly.

Table 1.
The introduction of IBL traits of three genotypes of
the Hungarian Large White swine and the indication of
significant differences

Gene

BF

EGF

ESR

FSH

H2AFZ

LEP

PRLR

Genotype

Total N

lsmean

SE

AA

NA

NA

NA

AB

26

173.70

4.56

b
a

BB

67

163.85

2.47

AA

6

159.18

4.15

ab

AB

25

177.14

5.50

b

BB

61

163.26

2.31

a

AA

23

159.67

2.17

a

AB

70

168.88

2.82

a

BB

NA

NA

NA

AA

3

165.23

13.22

a

AB

53

167.28

2.88

a
a

BB

37

165.75

3.70

AA

69

166.12

2.55

a

AB

20

170.41

4.98

a

BB

4

155.84

11.02

a

TT

72

166.43

6.33

a

TC

18

165.41

6.33

a

CC

3

177.90

20.29

a

AA

40

167.04

4.02

a

AB

37

165.35

2.91

a

BB

16

168.41

4.85

a

From the genotype of the epidermal growth factor the
interval between litters for the AA sows was 43.5 days
shorter compared to that of the BB genotypes and 24
days shorter than for AB individuals. The detection
of the point mutation of the BF gene revealed that the
stock lacked AA genotype animals. The frequency of
genotypes was 27% in case of heterozygous individuals
and 73% with BB sows. The interval between litters

Figure 2: Medians and standard errors for survival time in different genotypes

BF
Median

S. E.

Median

ESR
S. E.

Median

S. E.

BB

158.0

1.4 AA

153.5

5.2 AA

157.5

3.9

AB

171.0

3.0 AB

177.4

11.7 AB

159.0

3.1

BB

158.0

FSH
Median

EGF

H2AFZ
S. E.

Median

1.3

LEP
S. E.

Median

PRLR
S. E.

Median

S. E.

AA

157.5

8.4 AA

158.3

1.1 T C

156.5

5.6 AA

157.0

4.0

AB

159.2

3.2 AB

162,8

1.0 T T

158.6

2.2 BB

163.5

2.4

BB

158.6

4.3 BB

148,8

14.0 CC

163.2

8.7 AB

158.0

1.1
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Table 2.
Results of the different tests on survival analysis in case of
the Hungarian Large White swine

Gene

BF

EGF

ESR

FSH

H2AFZ

LEP

PRLR

Chi-Square
df
Sig.
Chi-Square
df
Sig.
Chi-Square
df
Sig.
Chi-Square
df
Sig.
Chi-Square
df
Sig.
Chi-Square
df
Sig.
Chi-Square
df
Sig.

Log Rank
(MantelCox)
3.666
1
0.056
7.389
2
0.025
4.8529
1
0.028
0.213
2
0.899
1.017
2
0.601
0.551
2
0.759
0.258
2
0.879

Breslow
(Generalized
Wilcoxon)
4.614
1
0.032
5.008
2
0.082
2.137
1
0.144
0.490
2
0.783
1.885
2
0.390
1.116
2
0.572
1.879
2
0.391

Figure 3: Kaplan-Meier curves showing significant differences
in case of the alleles of different genes

TaroneWare
4.942
1
0.026
6.619
2
0.037
3.208
1
0.073
0.409
2
0.815
1.403
2
0.496
0.908
2
0.635
0.955
2
0.620

Evaluation of results
The novelty of our work is provided by a survival
analysis that showed the differences of the Hungarian
Large White genotypes. We haven’t found any research
dealing with this in the literature concerned with swine
husbandry. Then method introduced by us showed that
in order to have an optimal selection for reproduction,
the analysis of the survival of genotypes is an efficient
method. Individuals that carry advantageous traits
related to point mutation in terms of the time spent in
production were also evaluated. By this method not
only the individuals of the best indicators can be selected
but the ones which stay in production for the longest
period can be found as well. This new approach on the
evaluation of sows can contribute to the efficiency of
the sector.
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